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Advances in networking and communications are improving the way you do business. 
Information is moving faster than your business. And cyber criminals are creating  
new threats faster than you can respond. A different approach is needed to protect your 
assets – Intelligence-driven Security.

THREATQTM BY THREATQUOTIENTTM

ThreatQ is an open and extensible threat intelligence platform (TIP) that 
provides defenders the context, customization and collaboration needed  
for increased security effectiveness and efficient threat operations and 
management. ThreatQ accelerates the transformation of threat data into 
actionable threat intelligence by giving defenders unmatched control through 
a Threat LibraryTM, an Adaptive WorkbenchTM and an Open ExchangeTM to 
ensure that intelligence is accurate, relevant and timely to their business.  
With ThreatQ, customers can automate much of what is manual today and 
get more out of existing security resources, both people and infrastructure. 

SYMANTEC DEEPSIGHT™ INTELLIGENCE OVERVIEW
Symantec DeepSight™ Intelligence provides both Adversary Intelligence and 
Technical Intelligence. The intelligence is drawn from Symantec’s broad 
portfolio of security products, as well as its adversary intelligence operations, 
which include security research and analysis teams positioned across the 
globe. DeepSight Intelligence data is enriched, verified and analyzed to 
provide attribution and to connect seemingly disparate indicators into 
campaigns with known actors and motivations behind them.

DeepSight Adversary Intelligence includes intelligence on actors, campaigns, 
and their tactics, techniques and procedures (TTPs).

DeepSight Technical Intelligence includes intelligence on File and Network 
Reputation, Security Risks and Vulnerabilities. 

 ThreatQuotientTM and Symantec DeepSightTM

Enriching Threat Data feeds with a Threat Intelligence Platform

Context is a key first step to evolve your security posture from one that is reactive and defensive 
based solely on internal data and alerts, to one that is proactive and anticipatory when augmented 

with external intelligence. The combination of external threat data and internal threat data and 
events provides the context and relevance needed for effective threat operations and management. 

PARTNER SOLUTION OVERVIEW

INTEGRATION  
HIGHLIGHTS 

Provide security teams  
with a single threat library  

for all threat intelligence, both 
external and internal  

Ensure threat intelligence  
is accurate, relevant and timely  

for your organization  

Automate distribution of indicators  
to prevention-based controls

Proactively move from an 
understanding of adversaries to 
defenses against their indicators

By tagging campaign attribution  
to an event, security teams  

can deconstruct an adversary’s  
logic over several attack  

progressions and build a threat 
profile to determine which  

defensive strategies will provide the 
most effective and successful 

blocking or detection rate.



ABOUT THREATQUOTIENTTM

ThreatQuotient understands that the foundation of  
intelligence-driven security is people. The company’s open  
and extensible threat intelligence platform, ThreatQTM, empow-
ers defenders to ensure the right threat intelligence is utilized  
within the right tools, at the right time. Leading global  
companies are using ThreatQ as the cornerstone of their threat 
intelligence operations and management system, increasing 
security effectiveness and efficiency. 

For additional information, please visit threatq.com.
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THE TOP 4 BENEFITS OF COMBINING THREAT INTELLIGENCE FROM SYMANTEC  
WITH A THREAT INTELLIGENCE PLATFORM FROM THREATQUOTIENT:

PARTNER SOLUTION OVERVIEW

INTERACTION BETWEEN DEEPSIGHTTM AND THREATQTM

THREATQ
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Symantec DeepSight 
Threat Intelligence feeds 
ThreatQ timely IOCs and 
associated adversaries.

Through ThreatQ, security 
analysts analyze and enrich 
DeepSight information with 
other tools, internal intelli-
gence and events to determine 
context and relevance.

SIEM reports back if indicators have 
been seen in infrastructure, allowing 
the security analyst to further 
investigate and proactively look for 
indicators from specific adversaries.

Enriched data is sent to the SIEM, 
ticketing systems and existing security 
infrastructure. IPS rules are created 
specifically for the indicator or adversary 
and sent to the security team or 
uploaded directly.
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COMPREHENSIVE THREAT UNDERSTANDING 
Intelligence-driven security enables defenders to anticipate threats and proactively update security posture.

ACCELERATE DETECTION AND RESPONSE 
The combination of external and internal threat data provides context and relevance,  
enabling situational understanding, better decision making and automated actions.

MAXIMIZE EXISTING SECURITY INVESTMENTS 
Automate intelligence distribution to existing sensor grid to ensure the right intelligence is delivered  

to the right tools at the right time.

GREATER COLLABORATION 
Enable your security teams to be more efficient with greater information sharing  

and instantaneous knowledge transfer.

ABOUT SYMANTEC AND DEEPSIGHT INTELLIGENCE 

Symantec Corporation (NASDAQ: SYMC) is the global leader 
in cybersecurity. Operating one of the world’s largest cyber 
intelligence networks, we see more threats, and protect more 
customers from the next generation of attacks. We help  
companies, governments and individuals secure their most 
important data wherever it lives. 
Symantec’s DeepSight Intelligence arms security teams with 
actionable insights that provide a deeper understanding of 
the threat landscape so companies can better anticipate and 
mitigate cybersecurity risk. 
For additional information, please visit symantec.com.
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